PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS:

.option 1
Home | Simply print from your home computer.

.option 2
Local Print Shop | Send your prints to your local print shop where they can be printed with high quality printers on high quality paper.

Go to the website of your local print shop and follow their instructions for uploading your prints. We also recommend calling the shop to double check that everything is right to avoid any confusion!

FINISHING TOUCHES:

Frame | Complete the prints by placing them in a frame. You can even go a step further by adding a mat around each print. Visit your local craft store to have this completed for you, or you can do it yourself. Just remember to adjust the size of your frames if you plan on matting your prints.
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WE BELIEVE THAT NEVER ISN’T ALWAYS BETTER AND THAT THERE IS SOMETHING INHERENTLY GOOD IN HARD WORK. WE BELIEVE THAT FRIENDS WHO FEEL LIKE FAMILY ARE THE BEST KIND OF FRIENDS AND THAT NOTHING MATTERS MORE THAN FAMILY. WE BELIEVE THAT TODAY IS A GIFT AND THAT EVERY DAY MIRACLES ARE SCATTERED ABOUT IF ONLY WE HAVE EYES TO SEE THEM. WE BELIEVE IN SEEKING THE BALANCE BETWEEN HUSTLE AND REST AND STRIVING TO BE PASSIONATE ABOUT BOTH: A LEISURELY FIRST CUP OF COFFEE TO START THE DAY, MINDFULLY AND THEN AT DAY’S END NOT CLOCKING OUT FROM A JOB TILL YOU’RE PROUD. WE BELIEVE THAT FAILURE NEEDN’T BE A NEGATIVE THING: RATHER, WE LEARN FROM OUR MISTAKES AND FAIL SMARTER NEXT TIME. WE BELIEVE IN DOING WORK THAT WE LOVE AND, IN CHOOSING THAT, NUDGING OTHERS TOWARD DOING WHAT THEY LOVE. WE BELIEVE IN COURAGE, IN CARING WHEELING PAST OUR COMFORT ZONES AND TRYING SOMETHING A LITTLE BIT SCARY EVERY DAY. WE BELIEVE THAT IT’S TIME FOR THE PENDULUM OF TREND TO SWING BACK TO THE BASICS.

WE BELIEVE IN SUBLIME BEAUTY, THE KIND THAT DOESN’T DETERIORATE WITH AGE OR WEAR. AND OF ALL HEROIC PURSUITS LARGE OR SMALL, WE BELIEVE THERE MAY BE NONE GREATER THAN A LIFE WELL LOVED.

MAGNOLIA MANIFESTO